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20A Bracket

20B Bonnet support link
20C Bonnet support link
20D Spacer ( x2 )

20E Top mounting pad ( x2 )

20F Ignition coil housing

20G Back plate

20H Ignition coil
20I High tension lead 

BM M2.0x4mm ( x16 )

CM M1.7x4mm ( x4 )

KM M2.3x4x5.5mm ( x3 )
AP M1.7x4mm ( x4 )
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Fit 20H ignition coil to 20G Back plate .

Fit 20G Back plate to 20F Ignition coil housing

and fix with AP screw .

Fit 20I High tension lead to 20F Ignition coil 

housing nozzle .
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Fit 20F Ignition coil housing to 10A Front wheel arc frame 

and fix with BM screw . Fit free end of 20I High tension lead

to one remaining free nozzle of 6G Distributor cap .

Refer to illustration above and two following illstrations .
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20I High tension lead connected to 6G Distributor cap .
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Fit 15D Pivot link to 8G Drive shaft extension .

Fit 13D Pivot link to  socket formed by 5D Bottom 

and 5F Top Gearbox housings . 
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13E and 15E Stub axles fitted in place .
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Fit 16A Lower suspension arm and 16B Subframe to 

10A Front wheel arc frame to fix with six BM screws .

Prior to fixing with screws , and while performing fitting

motion ( blue arrows on illustration below ) , guide 13E 

and 15E Stub axles to fit in back cavities of 12A and 14A 

Hub carriers . Also at the same time , guide 13A and 15A 

Top mountings to meet their respective sockets in 10A 

Front wheel arcs . To better understand the above 

described , take a look at eight following close up 

illustrations with pertinent comments .  
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Guide 13E  and 15E Stub axles to fit in back cavities of 

12A and 14A Hub carriers . 
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15E Stub axle fit into back cavity of 14A Hub carrier .

Move 15F Rubber bellows to 14A Hub carrier . 

13E Stub axle fit into back cavity of 12A Hub carrier .

Move 13F Rubber bellows to 12A Hub carrier . 
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Fit 13A Top mounting to 10A Front wheel arc frame and 

fix with three BM screws ( illustration above and below ) .
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Fit 15A Top mounting to 10A Front wheel arc frame and 

fix with three BM screws ( illustration above and below ) .
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Fit 20C Bonnet support link and 20A Bracket to 

20B Bonnet support link and fix with two CM screws .

Fit 20A Bracket to 10AFront wheel arc frame and fix

with CM screw . 
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Fit 20D Spacer to 20E Mounting pad and fix with AP

screw .

Make 2 sets .

Fit 20E Mounting pads to 10A front wheel arc frame 

sockets .
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Fit 12B and 12C Brake disc to 12A Hub carrier axle .

Mount 4B Wheel rim hub to 12A Hub carrier axle .
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Fix 4B Wheel rim hub with KM screw via 4D Washer . 

Keep 4C Hub cover in safe place for later assembly stages .
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Fit 14B and 14C Brake disc to 14A Hub carrier axle .

Mount 19B Wheel rim hub to 14A Hub carrier axle .
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Fix 19B Wheel rim hub with KM screw via 19D Washer . 

Keep 19C Hub cover in safe place for later assembly stages .
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Final views .
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Assembly 

drawings .
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